
Jon Preshaw Tax Ltd is a specialist tax advisory practice which 
supports professional advisers and their clients to manage and 
resolve tax disputes.  

Based on our extensive knowledge and experience of HMRC’s 
powers, procedures and practices, we help take the stress out of 
managing your clients’ interactions with HMRC. 

Some of the areas where we can provide 
support are: 

• Making and managing disclosures to HMRC (including
through the Worldwide Disclosure Facility (‘WDF’)

• Challenging HMRC assessments and penalties

• Managing investigations conducted under Code of
Practice 8 and 9

• Supporting clients to resolve disputes relating to tax
avoidance schemes

• Utilising Alternative Dispute Resolution (‘ADR') to
resolve disputes

• Advising on compliance with CCO and SAO obligations

• Assisting clients to resolve payment difficulties with
HMRC

Tax disputes and investigations can be complex and time-
consuming and can place significant strain on clients and 
their advisers.

We work closely with clients’ professional advisers to ensure 
that disputes, investigations and disclosures are resolved as 
efficiently as possible, minimising disruption and cost.  

We can provide flexible support on an issue by issue basis or 
manage projects on your behalf according to you and 
your clients’ requirements. 

Jon Preshaw 
FOUNDER AND MANAGING DIRECTOR

Prior to establishing Jon Preshaw Tax, Jon spent 14 years with 
PwC running the Tax Dispute practice in the North of England 
and Scotland.  He had previously trained as an Inspector of 
Taxes and worked in HMRC’s Special Compliance Office as an 
Investigator and Group Leader, managing a team of officers 
who dealt with some of the largest and most complex 
investigations undertaken by HMRC.  Jon advises a broad range 
of clients but has particular specialisms around managing 
enquiries and disclosures involving offshore taxation and assisting 
clients to unravel complex tax avoidance structures. 

Ben Proctor
ASSOCIATE TAX DISPUTE DIRECTOR

Ben has more than 20 years experience in assisting clients to 
manage and resolve tax disputes.  Ben trained as an Inspector of 
Taxes and worked for HMRC’s Large Business Team dealing with 
complex tax risks associated with the UK’s largest companies and 
then worked for both PwC and latterly as Head of Corporate Tax 
Disputes leading Grant Thornton’s London team.  Ben has 
particular expertise in assisting companies to resolve complex 
corporate, international and partnership tax disputes and in 
supporting clients to manage tax risks and governance, 
especially optimising compliance with obligations under the 
Senior Accounting Officer and Criminal Finances Act 2017 
provisions.

Want 
to talk? 
Contact Jon:

     07921 108 774

     jon@jonpreshawtax.co.uk

Find Us:
Suite 4, 
Kirk House, 
5 Kirk Road, 
Bearsden, 
G61 3RG

www.jonpreshawtax.co.uk


